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SUMMARY
Several definitions can be made for the term ‘outlier’ such as a single observation far away
from the rest of the observation set. The outlier is the observation that not includes systematic
and gross errors but random errors and differs from the other data with its distribution. It is
assumed that geodetic observations free from systematic and gross errors always have random
errors which are in normal distribution. If an observation is separated from the other data with
respect to its random error which is not in normal distribution, that observation is named
‘outlier’.
To date several approaches have been developed to identify the outliers more accurately. The
first proposed approaches, conventional methods, used the statistical tests to detect outlying
observations and removed them from the data set. The main drawback of such an application
is the shape defect of the network. Unlike the conventional methods, the robust estimations do
not remove any observation from the network. They reduce the effects of the possible outliers
on the adjustment model as making the weights of the outlying observations smaller even
zero. In this study, some robust estimations (Danish method, Huber’s, Andrew’s, and IGGIII
M-Estimations) are applied to a 17-point GPS network in order to make decision about
outliers and the baseline components ( ΔX i − j , ΔYi − j , ΔZi − j ) of that network are taken into
account as measurements. The used GPS network consists of 34 baselines ranging from 302
meters to 1684 meters.
In robust estimations, it is crucial to define a proper critical value to form the weight
functions. This critical value can be calculated or a constant value, which is defined by the a
priori standard deviation of the unit weight, can be assigned to it. In this study, both choices
are tested in examining the robust estimations. Danish method and Andrew’s M-Estimation
with constant critical values yield similar results by making zero the weights of the suspicious
observations. All estimations with calculated critical values and IGGIII M-Estimation indicate
same results by reducing the weights of the possible outlying observations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The methods developed for outlier detection are classified in two models. One of these
models is “The mean-shift model”, which determines the outliers by means of statistical tests,
and the other is “The variance-inflation model”, which reduces the effects of the outlying
observations on the adjustment model assigning to them small weights (Kubik and Wang,
1991). In this study, some robust estimations are applied to the GPS baseline components
which are considered as measurements in order to determine the outlying measurements in a
GPS network. The robust estimations belong to the second model and they use the iteratively
reweighted least squares procedure.
Unlike conventional statistical test methods, there is not the drawback of network distortion in
the robust methods. No measurement is removed from the network after the iterations, only
the weights are changed. The residuals/standardized residuals are compared with a critical
value and robust weights between 0-1 are assigned to them in order to obtain the final weights
of the measurements. It is observed that the weights of the outlying measurements reduce,
even become zero after the iteration steps. In this way, the robust methods decrease the
influences of the outliers on the parameter estimation.
The robust estimations used in this study and the constant critical values connected with them
are given below Table 1.
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Table 1. The weight functions of the M-Estimations
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In Table 1, s0 is the a priori standard deviation of the unit weight, v~i is the normalized
residual and is equal to vi /svi . Since it is very crucial to define a proper the value to form the
weight functions, the formulation related to median of the absolutes of the residuals with
weights can be used to calculate s 0 (Yang et al., 1999).
s 0 = med

{

}

Pi v i / 0.6745

(1)

where “med” denotes median, Pi and vi are the weight and residual of the observation l i ,
respectively. After s 0 is obtained, it should not be changed in the iteration steps of the robust
estimation.
As stated above, besides assigning constant values to the critical value, it can be
calculated and the calculation procedure can be applied as follows:
c i = s 0 Qvv ii

Pii t f ,1-α 0 /2
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Here c represents the critical value, s0 is the a priori standard deviation, Qvv is the cofactor
matrix of the residuals, P is the weight matrix of the observations, f is the degree of freedom,
α 0 is the significance level, and t represents the t table.
The desired critical value is calculated by taking the average of the critical values calculated
for each observation:
n

c = ∑ c i /n

(3)

i =1

2. THE WRITTEN COMPUTER PROGRAM AND ITS EXECUTION USING THE
DATA OF A GPS NETWORK
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Figure 1. The 17-point GPS network

The GPS network used for outlier investigation consists of 17 points and 34 baselines ranging
from 302 meters to 1684 meters (Figure 1). The baseline components of the network have
been considered as measurements. In order to adjust the measurements free adjustment has
been performed. The adjustment process and the estimation procedures have been written in
MATLAB technical computing language (MATLAB, 2001). The input data such as
approximate coordinates of the network points, the variance-covariance matrix of the
measurements etc. are provided from the computer program GeoGenius (GeoGenius, 2000).
The a priori standard deviation of the unit weight s0 is obtained as 4.05 mm. from equation
(1). The constant critical values used in the robust estimations have been taken into account as
2 s0 , thereby they are obtained as 8.1 mm. The calculated critical value from equation (2) is
equal to 6.9 mm.
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2.1 The Measurements (Baseline Components) and the Numbers Assigned to Them
Table 2. The baseline components in the GPS network

MN: Measurement Number

2.2 Results with Constant Critical Value
Danish method and Andrews’s M-Estimation tend to produce many outliers making zero the
weights of the measurements in the iteration steps of the adjustment. In Danish method, the
measurements with the numbers 9, 33, 34, 40, 42, 58, 59, 60, 73, 90 and in Andrews’s MEstimation, the measurements 7, 9, 18, 33, 34, 40, 42, 58, 59, 60, 73, and 90 got zero weight
after 7 iterations. Huber’s M-Estimation caused small variations in almost all measurements
after 5 iterations.
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2.3 Results with Calculated Critical Value
The weights of the measurements with the numbers 58 and 60 became smaller after 3
iterations in Danish method and after 4 iterations in Huber’s M-Estimation. In addition to
these measurements, 3rd and 9th measurements got smaller weights after 3 iterations in
Andrews’s M-Estimation. In IGGIII M-Estimation, only the weight of the 60th measurement
became smaller after 2 iterations.
3. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The behaviors of Danish method and Andrews’s M-Estimation tend to reduce the weights of
outlying measurements to zero in case of using constant critical values. In this condition, it is
a difficult process to obtain the unknown parameters of the adjustment and sometimes it is
also impossible to reach a result. All of the estimations with calculated critical value and also
IGGIII M-Estimation reduce the weights of suspicious measurements throughout the
iterations and indicate almost the same measurements as outliers. Considering this result, it is
the better choice to use the robust estimations with calculated critical values in detection of
the outliers.
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